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Games Programming 3 assignment 

Module Information 

Module Title: Games Programming 3 

Module Code: CM0510 

Module Tutor: Chris Rook 

Academic Year: 2016-17 

Submission instructions  

You should bring your work to the seminars on Tuesday 6
th
 December and be prepared to demonstrate 

your program. You should also provide your program on a CD/DVD or USB stick. 

The following elements should be submitted: 

 A working program that runs in the Games Lab. 

 A short text file with instructions for playing the game. 

 All source code and assets needed to build the program. 

Learning Objectives 

This assignment assesses, in whole or in part, the following learning objectives: 

1  Design and use classes 

2  Demonstrate an understanding of the creation and structure of a simple 2D  

game using an API 

5  Demonstrate an understanding of simple optimisation 

6  Apply mathematical and physical principles in the context of computer  

games 

 

For this assignment you should use the GameShell 2D engine to construct a 2D computer game. The 

details of the game are given below. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Program specification 

 

Buildings 

The "ground" in the game is scattered with a number of buildings of different sizes. The 

sequence of buildings should be randomly generated. Sometimes there will be gaps 

between buildings, and sometimes buildings will be in contact with each other. 

Some building should be “refuel” buildings. The player can refuel by landing on top of these 

buildings. It should be obvious to the player which buildings are refuel buildings. 

Game objects such as the spacecraft should not be able to fly through the buildings. 

The player should be able to land on the tops of all buildings and the ground. 

The game is a “horizontal scroller”. As the player flies the spacecraft over the buildings, they 

should scroll to the left and right, which keeps the player’s spacecraft in roughly the same 

horizontal screen position. If the player flies high enough, the buildings should move 

downwards to allow the player to remain on-screen. 

 

Player's space ship 

The player should be able to rotate the spacecraft in both directions. The player can move 

the spacecraft by thrusting. The spacecraft should accelerate realistically when thrusting, 

and should be subject to both friction and gravity. (This means that the player will often need 

to thrust upwards to avoid hitting the ground.) 

Thrust should be shown by both flames protruding from the bottom of the space craft, and by 

a thrust sound effect. Thrust should gradually build as the thrust button is held down, up to a 

maximum level after about a second. This should be shown by changes in both flame size 

and sound volume, as well as a change in the acceleration caused by the thrust. 

The spaceship should have a limited fuel supply that is used up by thrusting, and that is 

gradually replenished if the spacecraft is resting horizontally on top of the "refuel" building. 

Once the fuel is used up, the player will no longer be able to use thrust. 

If the player flies too high, thrust will be cut off, to force the player to remain near the ground 

and buildings. 

The spaceship should collide realistically with other game objects. Collisions should cause 

damage to the spaceship that depends on the speed of the collision. Once the spaceship 

has received enough damage, it should explode. A single very fast collision should be able 

to cause the instant destruction of the spaceship. A number of slower collisions will be 

needed to destroy the spaceship. A collision should also cause the spaceship to "bounce" 

and "rotate" in a way that appears realistic.  

 

 



Opponents 

The player should confront a series of opponents as he/she flies across the game-space. At 

first, the opponents will only appear one at a time. Later, several should appear at once. 

There should be at least three different types of opponent, which behave in different ways. 

At least one opponent should be able to shoot. One opponent can be ground-based (such 

as a turret) if you want. 

Opponents should either avoid colliding with buildings, or behave in a reasonable way when 

they do (such as by exploding or stopping movement.) 

Opponents can be destroyed by being shot by the player. 

 

Shots 

The player should be able to fire a stream of shots in the direction the nose of the spacecraft 

is pointing. Firing a shot should cause a suitable sound effect. Shots, once launched, should 

be subject to gravity. (Friction is not required - you can if you want.) The program should 

continue to track shots for some distance off-screen, in case they return to the screen. 

(Shoot straight upwards, and you'll see what I mean.) 

Shots will be destroyed if they hit the ground, a building or other game objects. If they hit a 

building, a few particles should be produced to represent fragments blown off the building. If 

shots hit an opponent, the object will explode. 

The player should have a limited amount of ammunition, which can be replenished by 

landing on a "refuel" building. 

Some opponents will also be able to shoot at the player. You can either use the same type 

of shots, or create a different-looking shot for the opponents. 

 

Explosions 

An explosion should cause a suitable sound effect, even if several explosions occur in a 

short space of time. An animated explosion should be seen in the correct location, and a 

number of particles should be emitted by the explosion. 

If the player's spaceship is close to an explosion, the spaceship should be knocked back by 

the blast, and should receive damage. The blast effect and damage should be greater if the 

spaceship is closer to the explosion. 

 

Particles 

Particles are dots emitted at high speed from an explosion or from a shot striking a building. 

Particles are subject to gravity, but not friction and do not need to detect or respond to 

collision with any screen object. One they move off-screen, they do not need to be tracked. 

Their function is purely for visual effect. 



 

Information display 

Some display should be available to inform the player of the amount of fuel, ammunition and 

damage. A score (awarded for shooting helicopters and missiles) should be displayed. The 

nature and format of this display is up to you. It should be useful, intuitive and add to the 

quality of the gameplay. 

 

Score and menu 

The player will be given a score for shooting opponents. The score should be visible during 

the game, and when the game ends, the final score will be reported. The top five scores will 

be visible at the game-over screen. (You don’t need to provide a way for the player to enter 

their name.) 

The game will have an attractive start screen and game-over screen. After displaying the 

game-over screen for a while, the game will return to the start screen until the player 

chooses to start a new game. 

 

Innovation 

You will receive a number of marks for adding a single innovation to the game. This should 

take you approximately four hours to implement. Note that if the innovation will not be seen 

within a couple of minutes of playing the game, you should provide a "cheat" that allows us 

to see it immediately. Some suggestions: 

 Pickups – a flying pickup which gives the player a visible defensive shield for a short 

duration. 

 Missiles – the player can fire a limited number of guided missiles. 

 End boss – after travelling for a while, the player can encounter a large “boss” 

opponent. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Marking 

Your assignment will be marked out of 50. 

Game elements  (35 marks) 

You will be given marks for the quality of the game implementation of the following features: 

Buildings  3 marks 

Spaceship  5 marks 

Opponents  6 marks 

Shots   2 marks 

Explosions  2 marks 

Particles  2 marks 

Information display 4 marks 

Score and menus 5 marks 

Innovation  6 marks 

 

Code quality (15 marks) 

You will be given marks for the quality of your code in the following categories: 

Layout and naming 5 marks 

Documentation  5 marks 

Structure and safety 5 marks 

 

 


